Access & Inclusion Program Report

Sculpture by the Sea Bondi, 2018
Thank you to Create NSW, the Australia Council for the Arts, the James N Kirby Foundation,
Waverley Council Small Grants fund and the AGNSW Access Guides for their invaluable support in maintaining
the delivery and development of the Sculpture by the Sea Access & Inclusion Program 2018.

Photo: Wairoa SSP school at Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi 2018 Photographer: Gareth Carr
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Sculpture by the Sea Incorporated is a not-for-profit organisation that produces major free to the public
sculpture exhibitions in Perth and Sydney that transform beautiful and popular coastal locations into
large temporary sculpture parks, accessible for all to enjoy. The exhibitions aim to engender a greater
sense of community while introducing the public to a broad spectrum of sculpture.

Access & Inclusion Program
Introduction
Our Access Program was introduced at Bondi in partnership
with the Art Gallery New South Wales (AGNSW) Access
Volunteer Guides in 2009, offering ‘Touch Tours’ to six
participating adults who were blind and/or vision impaired.
Renamed ‘Tactile Tours’ in 2010 they have continued to
provide a unique opportunity for adults and children with a
range of disability to experience sculpture ‘hands-on’
through touch and informed dialogue with experienced
AGNSW Access Volunteer Guides, Sculpture by the Sea
Educators and the Artists themselves.
Tactile Tours also offer audio description to participants that
are blind or vision-impaired. A trained audio describer
produces a verbal version of an image, a narration of all the
visual elements of sculpture – colour, form, scale, texture,
etc. – using words that are succinct, vivid and imaginative to
convey an image of the work. This provides participants with
all of the visually engaging elements of sculpture including
critical pieces of information.
We have established valuable relationships with local
schools and community groups and we actively promote the
program to new audiences with disability. Each year we aim
to increase accessibility and inclusion, develop the diversity
of participants and manage a more efficient booking and
communication system to ensure the program runs smoothly
and safely for everyone involved.
The Access and Inclusion program and Tactile Tours is
financially supported by Create NSW, the Australia Council
for the Arts development funding, the James N Kirby
Foundation and the Waverley Council Small Grants fund.

Tactile Tours 2018
8 specialist AGNSW Access Guides together with 10
Sculpture by the Sea Educators delivered 89 Tactile Tours to
273 student participants from 14 schools, 164 participants
from 14 organisations, and 23 individuals.
556 people in total participated in a Tactile Tour
(401 participants and 155 carers)
The age range of the participants was between 5 and 85
years old.

Photos from above: Touch Tour, Sculpture by the Sea Bondi 2009;
Tactile Tour Sculpture by the Sea Bondi 2018 Photo: Charlotte Curd
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Access & Inclusion Program 2018
48 out of 107 sculptures exhibited were accessible from Marks Park. Of
these 48 works, 77% were deemed safe to touch by our site manager.

Tactile Tours provided:
 Free opportunities for visitors with disability and their carers to
experience a unique interactive Tactile Tour with specialist staff and
AGNSW Access Guides on weekdays and some evenings.
 Audio Descriptions of sculptures for visitors with a vision impairment.
 A poetic learning component was made available through a partnership
with the Red Room Company.
 Clear, friendly coordination and communication with all participants
though a one to one booking system to ensure their safety and ease on
arrival and departure from the exhibition and during their Tactile Tour.
 Accessible parking for participants in Marks Lane and in Tamarama
Gully made possible through a partnership with Waverley Council and
the provision of Council authorised permits.
 Opportunities for language development, joyful exploration, and
increased self-esteem from involvement with a major public cultural
event.
 An opportunity for people with disability to gain public visibility and an
opportunity for the public to witness different abilities and the varied
tactile ways people may enjoy and engage with sculpture.
 Free Exhibition Catalogues and Kids’ Guides for participants.

Auslan Interpreted Events for the Deaf Community
 The weekend Aqualand Artist Talks, exhibition Media Launch, exhibition
closing ceremony, announcement of the Peoples’ Choice and Kids’ Choice
awards, and the Sydney Sculpture Conference were Auslan interpreted.

Large Print Exhibition Catalogue
Loan copies were available from Information Kiosks for visitors with low
vision.

Accessibility Information
 A map showing easy and moderate walking routes, distances, location
of stairs and number of steps, location of accessible toilets was
designed and available on our website and at Information Kiosks.
 Descriptions of public transport directions was provided for visitors with
vision impairment.

Visitor Service Staff
 Five experienced Visitor Service Staff worked each weekend during
exhibition to meet and greet visitors, provide information regarding the
exhibition, artists and artworks, and assisted visitors with specific
requirements.

Post-exhibition Workshops with Exhibiting Artists
 A sculpture making Workshop with Linda Bowden and stroke patients at
the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital took place in November 2018.
 An artist-residency and workshop for patients and visitors at the Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital is planned with artist Barbara Licha as part of the
Sydney Local Health District Region ‘March Arts’ event.
 Two post-exhibition workshops with artist Akira Kamada and students at
Wairoa School is planned for Term 3, 2019.


‘Transition to Work’ Program:
Photos: Tactile Tours at Sculpture by the
Sea Bondi 2018 Photographers: Jessica
Wyld, Gareth Carr, Charlotte Curd

Six young people had the opportunity to participate in work experience
before and during the exhibition at the Sculpture by the Sea office and on
site. Participants also had the opportunity to prepare and present a ‘My
& Inclusion
Program
Report Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi 2018
Perspective Tour’Access
on site
to a public
audience.

Pre exhibition organisation
Bookings
Bookings for the Tactile Tours begin in July and are conducted by email or phone. The bookings system requires
the Education Coordinator and Education, Access & Inclusion Manager to gather as much information as possible
about the groups’ specific needs and requirements to ensure the smooth running and safety of participants during
a Tactile Tour. A key component of this communication is developing relationships with each organisation through
the bookings process which is an opportunity to address concerns and clarify information and logistics for the day.
The Education Coordinator prepares the staff roster according to the confirmed bookings.
This year, thanks to Waverly Council, we were able to extend the allocation of accessible parking to include,
when possible, permitted parking in Marks
Lane alongside Marks Park. Parking for
minibuses or smaller in the Tamarama Gully
was also made possible for Tactile Tour
participants.
Tactile Tour Team:
Eight AGNSW Access Guides formed the
basis of the Tactile Tour team together with
ten experienced Sculpture by the Sea
Educators. The Tactile Tour Coordinator
was employed to manage the on-site day to
day delivery of the Tactile Tours which
included meeting and greeting participants
and liaising with the Tactile Tour team, the
Exhibition Production team, and the
Education Coordinator.

Publicity included:




Contact with over 1000 NSW primary and secondary schools via email or phone.
Information available via our website: www.sculpturebythesea.com/exhibitions/bondi/tactile-tours
Information available via Sculpture by the Sea e-newsletter.

All publicity/information acknowledged funding and support from Create NSW, Australia Council, James N
Kirby Foundation, Waverley Council Small Grants and the AGNSW Access Volunteer Guides.
Training:
Engaging Students with Disability Forum
In September, the Education Coordinator attended this event at the Museum of ContemporaryArt Australia
(MCA). The forum explored new ways to connect, engage and inspire students with disability as well as
providing opportunities to network with other educators.
On-Site Staff Training
MCA Bella Program Artist Educator, was hired to provide training for AGNSW Access Guides and
Sculpture by the Sea Educators. The trainer shared her expertise and experience working with people with
various disabilities including those with speech impairments and Autism Spectrum Disorder. Learning
focused on strategies to create a safe learning environment in a busy public place and techniques to
engage Tactile Tour participants and offer creative solutions to meet the needs of each individual.
The Tactile Tour Coordinator facilitated an on-site meeting for the team which focused on sharing good
practice in delivering tours to people with various disabilities. Discussion included their experience of
particular sculptures and their tactile quality, accessibility, and suggestions for planning and delivering
tours.
The team were provided with Education resources and information about art works and artists prior to
exhibition. Exhibition Catalogues, Kids’ Guide, Sculpture by the Sea staff t-shirts and ‘Tactile Tour Guide’
badges. The day ended with an Exhibition Tour of works in Marks Park with Dr. Michael Hill, Head of Art
History & Theory, National Art School, Sydney.
Photo: the Access drop off and collection area on the corner of Kenneth Street and Marks Lane,
Sculpture by the Sae Bondi 2018. Photographer: Gareth Carr
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Risk Management
The Site Manager ascertains which sculptures are safe to touch, which can be touched with supervision
and which sculptures cannot be touched. This information is available in the Kids’ Guide catalogue in the
form of colour coded icons and for the very first time were indicated beside each sculpture on a plaque.
All staff and volunteers are made familiar with the Emergency Management Plan (EMP)
The free online Education Resources included Excursion Management and Venue Safety Information for
teachers/group organisers.
NSW Working with Children Check (WWCC) details are required for all Education Staff, Education
Program Artists and Volunteers working in the Education, Access & Inclusion Program. In accordance
with the NSW Office of the Children’s Guardian recommendations and guidelines, Sculpture by the Sea
has a Child-safe Child-friendly Policy. This is presented alongside the information and handbooks
distributed to Volunteers, Education Artists and Educators.
Prior to their visit to the exhibition all schools and organisations are requested to ensure their
students/clients have appropriate clothing for all weather conditions and water.
To ensure safe accessibility to Marks Park for Tactile Tours, transport arrangements, drop off/pick up
areas and parking are clarified and confirmed prior to the exhibition.
Sculpture by the Sea website Online Accessibility information
http://sculpturebythesea.com/bondi/accessibility-information/ includes a link to the Waverly Council map
showing accessible parking places in the area and a Sculpture by the Sea designed map indicating easy
and moderate walking routes and accessible drop off areas:
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Tactile Tour with Red Room Company
In partnership with the Red Room Company, poet Jonathan Hill and Tactile Tour team staff facilitated a poetry
workshop with residents from Yaralla House Concord Hospital who live with dementia and early onset
Alzheimer’s. A carefully planned run sheet was produced by our Tactile Tour Coordinator for the AGNSW Guides
and the poet. Participants were met by the Guides and the Tactile Tour Coordinator and introduced to the
exhibition and viewed and engaged with sculptures in Marks Park before working with Jonathan Hill.
Poetic Learning workshops in collaboration with
Sculpture by the Sea by Jonathan Hill
It’s blowing a gale in Bondi today. The banksias in Marks
Park are frenetic in the wind, beneath a sharp grey sky with
sparse shifting cloud. A white capped swell surges violently
into the base of the cliffs; the ocean spray settles upon the
works of art which are scattered along the coast. Amidst the
chaos we huddle together in a tight circle beside a unique
sculpture that speaks to us all.
Gateway to our Culture by the Bankstown Koori Elders
Group is an exquisite meditation, celebration and
exploration of culture and community. Deeply intricate
inscriptions etched upon handmade tiles reveal native
animals, plants, natural land formations, campsites and
Dreaming tracks. Before commencing our discussion we
listen to the drone of the yidaki: an instrument as old as the
earth itself. We walk with curiosity and reverence around
these tiles: observing, interpreting and gently touching the
shallow grooves. Disparate narratives begin to form as each
workshop participant shares their thoughts with a scribe.
The notes are scribbled down fast as ideas begin to flow.
We reform our circle and converse. The mood of the group
has shifted from curiosity to introspection: deep
introspection. Everyone wants to share their interpretation of
this work.
I collate the notes and give myself 12 minutes to compose a group poem which melds the shared ideas. It is
recited to the group beside the sculpture and is received with handshakes and hugs. In that moment we are our
own community: learning from each and learning from the land; entering the gateway that has been formed by
this tiled creation.

Gateway.
A group poem by Yaralla House participants
and Jonathan Hill.
This mosaic of music
still amidst the wind
that screams violently from the upturned sea.
These hands hold peace and harmony
along with the vivid memories
of freshly caught worms to fish.
Tears rise inside
as we cradle the concept of community
and fiercely dream of how we could be.
This culture, so strong and proud and timeless,
reflects our fractured connection and thinning humanity.
All at once we are engulfed by the ocean,
transformed into dolphins and whales,
Photos: Poetic Learning workshop/ with poet Jonathan Hill
(Red Room Company) AGNSW Access Guides and
residents from Yaralla House. Photographer: Gareth Carr

exploring the mystery of shadowed perception,
free of gravity and fear.
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AUSLAN Interpreted Events
The following public program and events were Auslan interpreted for members of the deaf
community:

Aqualand Artists Talks
Each Saturday and Sunday during exhibition five artists
were scheduled to present their work to the public. A
presenter introduced each artist and engaged with them
in an informal question and answer style interview
which was then opened up to the public. This free
public program offered visitors a unique and valuable
opportunity to meet the artists who created the
sculptures and to learn more about the artists
inspiration, concept and the technique and materials
utilised.
The exhibition media launch
This event officially opens the exhibition in a celebratory
and informative way with representatives from Sculpture
by the Sea, local government and artists. It includes the
announcement of some of the major awards available
for artists.
The exhibition closing ceremony
This event took place on the final Sunday of exhibition
and included the announcement of the Peoples’ Choice
and the Kids’ Choice award.
The Sydney Sculpture Conference 2019
This annual conference is held at the Sydney Opera
House and aims to develop collaborative partnerships
that foster creative ideas and exchange between local,
national and international sculptors and art communities
while also raising the profile, interest, and awareness of
the medium of sculpture across Australia.
The Auslan Interpreted events were advertised via Sweeny Interpreting, the Deaf Society, and Sculpture
by the Sea website and social media presence.

Photos from above: Artist Talk with interpreter Neil Phipps and artists Rima Zabaneh and Bernice Rarig at their work Ziptides; The Sydeny
Sculpture Conference session with Professor Sui Jianguo – Beijing Photos: Charlot Tecurd
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Post-Exhibition: Working with Schools and the Community
Exhibiting Artist, Linda Bowden, with support from Sculpture by the Sea Education staff, delivered sculpture
making workshops at Wairoa School and the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital.
Artist Workshops with Wairoa SSP
The aim of the workshops at Wairoa SSP was to develop
and extend the student’s experience of Sculpture by the Sea
after their visit. Both the Tactile Tours and the Workshops
provided students with unique experiential learning
opportunities designed to support their classroom learning in
areas such as problem solving, exploring new materials,
realising forms in three dimensions, and developing verbal
and visual communication skills. As a result, teachers
reported increased confidence and self esteem amongst the
students. Students worked with the artist to explore the
theme ‘fantastical creatures’. Two workshops over two
weeks allowed students to extend their learning of creative
process and materials on their own time frame. Students
worked with colourful play dough, oil pastels, and card.
Artist Workshop with ARTERIE, ‘chinwaggers’ (stroke patients)
ARTERIE is an international award winning Arts and Health
program at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital (RPA). The aim
of ARTERIE and this workshop was to provide a welcome
distraction from treatment, assist in normalising the hospital
experience of patients, and easing the side effects of illness
such as stress, pain, fatigue, isolation and depression.
Linda Bowden met the group earlier in the year. Her
workshop involved presenting her work and practice as a
sculptor and introducing pre-cut cardboard abstract shapes
for the participants to compose and create reliefs.
Facilitators feedback
X doesn't have use of one hand but was completely focused
singled handedly on creating his work with sheer
determination.
One particular patient is very precise and neat in his
practice, however during this workshop he spontaneously
created a more abstract work, and then started
dancing with the team. He was completely transformed and
relaxed by the end of the workshop.
Linda shared some really interesting information abut the
process, and you could see the patients were fascinated by
hearing the artists voice.

Photos from above, Linda Bowden
sculpture making workshops with
Wairoa SSP school students;
Workshop with stroke patients at
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
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Wairoa School
An individual journey in education
Brighton Boulevard, North Bondi, NSW 2026 T 9300 9579 F 9130 4867
E wairoa-s.school@det.nsw.edu.au

www.wairoa-s.schools.nsw.edu.au

Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi Access Program: Outreach Project
To The Premier

Thursday 9th August 2018

Wairoa School, located in North Bondi, provides quality educational programs, in a caring environment,
for 60 students with moderate to severe intellectual and multiple disabilities in the 4 - 18 years age range
drawn from the eastern and inner west areas of Sydney. I am the assistant principal in charge of the
secondary department. I teach a secondary class with 6 students.
I have taken my class to Sculpture by the Sea for a long time and in the past 9 years have participated in
the Tactile Tour program. This excursion is one of our highlights of the school year and yields many
benefits. Within my classes of the past few years, I have students with a wide range of needs, all
students have a moderate to severe intellectual disability and then they often have another disability from
physical to autism to medical. Therefore, it is not always possible to take my class on excursions as,
either the location is inappropriate or my students are unable to benefit due to their needs. I feel that
excursions are a great benefit for our students and therefore work really hard to ensure they can access
the Tactile Tour.
The reason why this excursion is possible is that the staff from Sculpture by the Sea work carefully with
me before and during the exhibition and accommodate the needs of the group. We often need to pace the
tour depending on a variety of unpredictable factors. The Tactile Tour staff need to be very flexible and
present to the students using multi-sensory communication from verbal, visual, auditory.
The students are introduced to and develop skills and knowledge including:
 being within the community and responding accordingly
 looking, feeling, listening and occasionally tasting art works
 responding to the art works
 meeting new people and relating to them
 enjoyment
 experiencing new things
 using technology by recording the events with cameras or ipads
 being part of a group and turn-taking
Their confidence is always boosted by these excursions. By being part of the tour the students always,
despite their ability, amaze me in benefits I can observe in their artistic needs and aspirations. The tour
provides experiences, which are just not possible within a classroom.
As mentioned above being within the community is very challenging for my students and can often be
stressful for the students, staff and their parents who often accompany us, and yet I believe that it is very
important that we are part of a public exhibition that provides access to all groups in the community.
As I have now taken part in the Sculpture by the Sea for a number of years, I am able to increase the
benefits for my students by engaging with Sculpture by the Sea prior to exhibition and in feedback, post
exhibition. My class is well prepared for the excursion using a ‘social story’ which outlines to the students
what to expect using visual symbols and photos to assist with understanding.
In the last three years, we have been very fortunate to be part of the Outreach Program. In this program,
an artist who has exhibited at Sculpture by the Sea comes to Wairoa and conducts sculpture-making
workshops with our students. These workshops are offered to students who attended the Sculpture by
the Sea Tactile Tour as well as to students who due to their individual needs are unable to access
excursion but are able to access incursion.
Sincerely,
Penelope Earp
Assistant Principal
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‘Transition to Work’ program
The ‘Transition to Work’ program continued after its success successful launch in 2017. The aim is to positively
include people with disability in our organisation during and out of the exhibition period. In providing work
experience and an opportunity to develop skills we hope that the program will lead to employment opportunities in
our organisation or other work places. The program also offered participants the opportunity to join the Sculpture
by the Sea Volunteer Program during exhibition. This is a well established program involving over one hundred
people of all ages and abilities. The volunteers’ contribution is vital to the organisation of Sculpture by the Sea
during exhibitions. The participants of the ‘Transition to Work’ program are invited to prepare (with lots of
support) and deliver their own program of ‘My Perspective Tours’ to audiences during exhibition.
Other outcomes for the participants of the ‘Transition to Work’ program that we aim to achieve include;
collaboration and team work; increased self esteem and confidence; ownership and a sense of belonging through
active participation in organising a public cultural event.
Work experience:
In partnership with Western Sydney organisation Afford and
Catholic Care, Brookdale, six young people gained work
experience in the Sculpture by the Sea office, Surry Hills one
day per week from July to September. They were introduced
to all the Sculpture by the Sea staff and their roles in
administrating a major exhibition. Every week for three
months, they assisted our Exhibition Coordination team with
tasks such as laminating, filing, transferring data to the
‘Exhibition Time Line’ using Office 365, scanning artists
submissions, labelling and packing of resources.
Exhibition Volunteer Program and ‘My Perspective’
Tours:
The young people from Afford visited the Sculpture by the
Sea Bondi exhibition and volunteered once a week for the
three week period. They assisted in the exhibition production
in the on-site Reception Office (the exhibitions central
administrative and information hub).
The Education Coordinator introduced the girls to the
exhibition. They viewed and discussed various sculptures
and were encouraged to develop their personal responses to
the works they choose.
One participant was keen, but nervous to take part in
preparing and delivering a ‘My Perspective Tour’ where she
would present her favourite sculpture publicly to an audience
participating in a Tactile Tour. She was encouraged and was
provided with information and advice. She produced her
written response in the form of an essay about the work Lair
by Britt Mikkelson. Sarah has a particular interest in ceramic
work and understood that public speaking is a crucial skill in
gaining employment and experience in the art world.
However, she has requested that she be involved in the
program next year when she feels she will be more confident
to deliver a ‘My Perspective Tour’ publicly.
The ‘Transition to Work’ program participants received
various Sculpture by the Sea publications and branded
merchandise, a ‘Record of Achievement’ for their work
experience and a Sculpture by the Sea Volunteer Certificate
with the contacts and guarantee of a reference.

From above: participants from Afford with Regina Wadds Exhibition Assistant; participants from Afford; participants with their support worker
from Catholic Care
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Feedback from Tactile Tour participants
Via Email correspondence and the program
evaluation form:
Today a bus containing a number of people arrived
once again to the venue, we have been coming a
number of years now, but today was by far the best
experience we have had. Our Guides had the key
for the Disabled toilet on hand and were pleasant and
relaxed and very welcoming. They took time to
introduce themselves to all of us even some members
who are more challenged than others.
The experience is the best we have encountered.
All the members of our group couldn't stop talking about
the experience on the way home.
Thank you so very much on behalf of all of us. It is a
credit to your organisation that you are able to put such
a high quality program.
It is rare when two people treat you in such a way that
disability seems to disappear.
Client from DARTS a division of Yourside

The Tactile Tour was ideal for our students. All students
are on the Autism spectrum so appreciated the
opportunity to feel the textures of the exhibits.
They do not always have the words to express what
they are thinking or feeling. However, their level of
engagement and the many smiles expressed that this
was an excursion they loved. As their teacher I was
proud of their level of engagement. An amazing
experience for students and staff. Thank you, Thank
you.
The Hills School Northmead

We had students with a physical disability which
prevented them from participating on the walk with the
other students. The Tactile Tour was a way to ensure
that even though they missed seeing some of the
exhibition they still had a rich experience.
Macquarie College
Photos frorm above: Tactile Tour participants from Vision Australia,
DARTS and Rosebay Secondary College, Sculpture by the Sea
Bondi 2018 Photographer: Charlotte Curd
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Access & Inclusion Program Statistics
Total participants 2009 – 2018 = 2,237

2018 Tactile Tours: 401 plus 155 carers = 556 total participants

Primary and Secondary students:
2018
273 students
2017
191 students
2016
208 students
2015
193 students
2014
146 students
2013
109 students
2012
58 students
2011
28 students

Individuals and Community Groups:
2018
128 participants
2017
226 participants
2016
197 participants
2015
83 participants
2014
40 participants
2013
132 participants
2012
70 participants
2011
18 participants
2010
29 participants
2009
6 participants

Access & Inclusion Tactile Tour Team 2018
Education, Access & Inclusion Program Manager: Petra
Education Coordinator: Ally
Tactile Tour Coordinator: Kica
Tactile Tour AGNSW Access Guides:
Pamela, Wen-Li, Anna, Catherine, Irene, Edwina, Wendy, Cilla
Access Program Artist: Linda Bowden
Tactile Tour Sculpture by the Sea Access & Inclusion Educators:
Shallal, Tomas, Sarah, Andreas, Tilly, Samantha, Georgia, Mara
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